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Abstract 
 

Research explored musical identity as phenomenon by interpreting the narratives of undergraduate students of Western 
Art Music at a South African tertiary institution. The participating music students shared what they perceived as real-

life experiences and defined their views on human self-definition with reference to their chosen study field. The 

research approach featured a philosophical framework of hermeneutic interpretivism. Such a non-positivist approach 
viewed the lived experiences of the music students as existing not on their own, but as being dependent on 

interpretation to establish the meanings these students attributed to musical identity. The methodology included a 
qualitative approach which was done from a narrative perspective through analysis of data and interpretation of told 
life stories. A philosophical framework of hermeneutic interpretivism implies an integration of unfamiliar knowledge or 
content into existing knowledge, context or content. This interpretation of narratives was done through the application 

of the hermeneutic circle.  
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Identity research has been established as a widely recognised topic within various disciplines (Spychiger, 2017). The 

recognition of identity as a 20th century phenomenon hascaused a fundamental change in the cultural landscape of the 

world (Pȍder&Kiilu, 2015). Modern living gives emphasis to individualism and human beings are recognised as single 

persons who have become increasingly aware of their unique individuality.  
 

This researcher explored available research possibilities in terms of a narrative approach within the academic field of 

identity research. It was found that academics view the concept of ‘narrative’ in numerous different ways. The narrative 

approach that was eventually decided upon by the researcher could possibly serve as a guideline for researchers to 

conduct narrative research within a hermeneutic interpretivism paradigm. 
 

1. Identity research 
 

The question that defines identity research will always be ‘Who am I?’ The answer to the question will be shaped by a 

person’s activities, contexts and relationships (Talbot, 2013). When a person wants to answer this question about the 

self, he or she will do so with reference to his or her own understanding of knowledge, relationships, opinions and 

emotions. Consequently, self-understanding will always be within a specific context of social interaction and daily life 

(Dys, Schellenberg, & McLean, 2017; Elliott, 2001). 
 

A complex system of many factors creates the context for identity exploration. At its root, identity development is a 

cognitive action, because one needs to think about concepts like self-awareness and self-reflection. This thinking about 

the self will take place within the context of ‘lived’ experiences, and as such, the development of identity is 

additionally shaped by socio-cultural circumstances and relationships with other people. Therefore, research on 

personal identity always includes these comprehensive personal ‘lived’ experiences when explored by researchers 

(Clandinin, 2006). 
 

A person’s identity or self-concept is defined by his or her orientation towards all aspects of lived experiences (De 

Fina, 2003). Identity is not a fixed concept, but an on-going process, because of the multiple influences, practices, 

relationships and experiences within a person’s everyday reality (Walshaw, 2008). This developing process of the 
understanding of one’s self implies continuity. It will constantly be influenced by one’s own thoughts, likes or dislikes, 

and will continuously be influenced by changing social interactions and all personal experiences (Evans & McPherson, 

2015; Horowitz, 2012).  
 

2. Musical identity 
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This article is a report of the methodology that was followed on research that was conducted to interpret the narratives 

of selected undergraduate students of Western Art Music at a South African tertiary institution.  

The research set out to describe the experiences and the lives of these music students and the meanings they attribute to 

their musical identities. Hargreaves, Miell and MacDonald (2002) define the concept of identity in the field of music as 

being linked to the ways in which musicians see themselves within a cultural context. Musical identity is based on 

personal, emotional, social and musical competencies. Thus, to define musical identity, one can ask: Who am I through 

all musical doings? (Gruhn, Täht, Kiilu, Ristmägi, &Pȍder, 2017). However, the point of departure in the identity 

research of musicians took it for granted that musicians possess a special aptitude. 
 

Green (2011) explains that aspects like individual musical experiences, membership of numerous social groups, 

personal musical tastes, values, practices, skills and knowledge are all included when musical identity as a phenomenon 

is explored.Identity research requires as much information as possible about a person and as such the study included an 

investigation of as many sub-categories of the music students’ lived experiences as possible.  
 

3. Report on narrative design 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Creswell (2013) describes narrative research as comprising many forms and analytical methods, and states that the 

defining feature of such research is collected stories from individuals. Morgan (2000) elaborates, pointing out that these 

individuals are regarded as the experts of their own lives.  
 

3.2 Interdisciplinary application of a narrative approach 
 

Since the 1980s, researchers across many disciplines1 have been rediscovering people’s natural narrative characteristics 

(Ely, 2007; Gallagher, 2007; May, 2012; Riessman, 1993; Robert &Shenhav, 2014; Sandelowski, 1991). Narrative 

approaches have entered almost every discipline and many narrative studies are cross-disciplinary.  
 

Within the field of human sciences, various narrative approaches are used – by realists, postmodernists and 

constructionists. There is a disagreement on the origins and precise definitions of terminologies and methodologies, and 

it is rare to find similar definitions of these terms (Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, &Zilber, 1998; Mitchell &Egudo, 2003; 

Riessman& Speedy, 2007; Robert &Shenhav, 2014). Polkinghorne (1995) warns that within qualitative research 

literature, the term ‘narrative’ is given wide-ranging meanings and is, therefore, used in an equivocal manner. This has 

led to a lack of clarity associated with the term and to the way in which it is applied.  
 

Different terms that are commonly (even interchangeably) used to refer to narrative approaches are: ‘narrative 

research’, ‘life history’, ‘life story’, ‘storied narratives’, ‘narratives’, ‘narrative analysis’, and ‘narrative inquiry’ (Hatch 

& Wisniewski, 1995; Clandinin, 2007; Lieblich et al., 1998). However, Polkinghorne (1995) prefers to use ‘analysis of 

narratives’ instead of ‘narrative analysis’. The former implies studies whose data consists of stories and the latter refers 

to studies whose data consists of events, happenings or actions, and where the analysis thereof produces stories, such as 

case studies, histories or biographies. Furthermore, Polkinghorne (1995) sees narratives as texts that are thematically 

organised within smaller plots, with the prerequisite that they consist of prose text (a story) and not simply of any 

random words.Adding to the predicament of finding general terms with reference to a narrative approach, Riessman 

(2008) argues that ‘a story’ is only one genre within the narrative field.  
 

3.3  Methodologies linked to narrative approaches 
 

Narrative approaches towards research differ. Narrative as a research method is also not a fixed method. With reference 

to narrative methodologies, Clandinin (2006) distinguishes between narrative ways of thinking about experience and 

narrative methodologies, and states that using the same word to think about phenomena and research methodologies 

complicates the research field even more.  
 

Researchers like Lieblich et al. (1998) also note that they could hardly locate any comprehensive methodologies that 

systematically map out the available and existing methods within a narrative approach to research. Whilst involved 

with narrative methodologies, some researchers focus on the structural links that surround narratives to test both the 

structure and the context of narratives to reveal insight into different aspects; other researchers examine narratives as a 

complete story, whilst yet others break it down into smaller parts (Bamberg, 2012; Daiute& Lightfoot, 2004;  Nie, 

2017; Feldman, Sköldberg, Brown, & Horner, 2004;  Riessman, 2008).  

 

                                                        
1 Disciplines mentioned were: humanities, medicine, ethnography, psychoanalysis, developmental theoretics, logico-science, 
sociolinguistics, phenomenology, literature, social sciences, education, anthropology, sociology, psychology, philosophy and 

neuroscience. 
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3.4 Paradigm of hermeneutic interpretivism  
 

Narrative research can be situated within a philosophical framework of hermeneutic interpretivism. An interpretive 

paradigm is characterised by a concern for the individual, where a person (the researcher) tries to understand the 

subjective world as experienced by another person (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2018). During the course of the study 

on the musical identities of students, the researcher interpreted narratives describing experiences, lives and meanings 

that participating music students attributed to their musical identities.  
 

Kinsella (2006) states that non-positivist qualitative research emphasises understanding and interpretation of human 

behaviour and is informed by hermeneutic thought. Alessandrini (2012) explains that a non-positivist view sees social 

actions (lives, experiences) not as existing on their own, but as depending on interpretation to establish their meaning. 

A non-positivist approach to research is also centred on humanistic views of the social sciences. Therefore, human 

behaviour, narrated and transcribed as data, is interpreted and reflected upon (Alessandrini, 2012).  
 

Stahl (2007) defines hermeneutics as an approach that can be adopted by a researcher whilst trying to find ways to 

determine the true meaning as it was intended by an author. Kinsella (2006) describes a hermeneutic approach to 

research as an attitude that seeks understanding by interpreting text or narratives by constantly moving between the 

whole and parts of the text. This constant movement (hermeneutic circle) implies a process of interpretation in which 

the researcher moves between smaller and larger units of meaning in order to determine the meaning of both (Gijsbers, 

2017). Gijsbers explains that words or sentences do not have meaning if they are not part of a whole; these larger parts 

only have meaning because they comprise the smaller parts of which they consist.  
 

A philosophical framework of hermeneutic interpretivism also implies an integration of unfamiliar knowledge or 

content into existing knowledge, context or content. Thus, this paradigm served as a foundation for the researcher to 

focus on understanding the way in which the individual participants narrated the meanings that they attributed to their 

musical identities, which emanate from the world in which they find themselves (Cohen et al., 2018).  It is with this 

philosophical framework in mind that the model of Braun and Clarke (2006) was expanded as explained below. 
 

3.5 Ontology 
 

The ontological assumptions within hermeneutic interpretivism research entail the nature of reality for all people 

involved in the specific research (Stahl, 2007). People create meanings of lived experiences out of their social 

situations and interactions, and use these meanings to interpret their own reality, which can be both culture-bound and 

context-bound (Cohen et al., 2018). The implications of the ontological assumption for any research are that both 

participants and researcher will have individual worldviews that comprise their own realities, and this implies that the 

researcher’s interpretation of participants’ narratives should be acknowledged by the participants to validate findings.  
 

In the study to define musical identity, the responsibility lay with the researcher to analyse and interpret data according 

to accepted qualitative academic methods; the study aimed to include the realities of participants; and to describe the 

meanings that participants attributed to their musical identities in a way that included each participant’s individual 

concept of reality. 
 

3.6 Epistemology 
 

Epistemology is the principle of knowledge (how people know what knowledge is), with specific reference to the ways 

in which we acquire knowledge (Stahl, 2007). ‘Hermeneutics’ is a universal term for the science of interpretation. It 

focuses on the meaning of a specific text, but always within a philosophical grounding of interpretation (Mitchell 

&Egudo, 2003). 
 

With reference to epistemology, Cohen et al. (2018) suggest that a researcher needs to focus on relationships between 

all elements of a person’s knowledge and lived experiences.Influencing factors were considered when the researcher 

attempted to describe the phenomenon (human experience) of this qualitative research, namely, the identities of 

students of Western Art Music. The mentioned research used narrated life stories of participants as data which had to 

be transcribed and analysed to find relationships between elements within the told stories.  
 

The epistemological assumption fitted the hermeneutic interpretive paradigm of the research, in which musical 

identities were defined after the concept of the hermeneutic circle2 as a means of analysing data was applied. The 

hermeneutic circle was applied to move inwards and outwards in interpreting the complete narratives of participants 

and certain detailed parts of the narratives (Gijsbers, 2017).  

                                                        
2 German philosopher Martin Heidegger’s hermeneutical circle has to do with the process of interpreting a text; it is thus an 

interpretive process in itself.  
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3.7  Storytelling  
 

Academic research distinguishes between more than one narrative genre (Kim, 2016). For this research, the genre of 

‘life story’ or ‘life history’, also known as ‘life narrative’, was used (Kim, 2016). In such research, the relationship 

between the selves of participants and society is explored within a specific contextual dimension; for this research, the 

relationship between the participant’s self and society was explored within the definite context of undergraduate 

tertiary study of Western Art Music at a South African tertiary institution. Lieblich et al. (1998) state that ‘the story is 
(their italics) one’s identity’. Stories express human experience (Polkinghorne, 1988; Cortazzi, 1993). The importance 

of storytelling within research is accentuated by Lieblich et al. (1998), who state that people reveal themselves to others 

through the stories they tell. In the researcher’s experience, stories narrated in present time are often reproductions of 

what people have previously said and done; by telling these stories, people defend how they view concepts or what they 

do in life. In that way, people’s past experiences and the knowledge that was available to them at a specific moment in 

time become their unique story. Identity is, thus, constituted by the stories a person tells about the self. 
 

For full-time music students, a great deal of their life stories centred around practice sessions, tuition, practical music 

examinations and performances. The personal stories told by the participating music students comprised “the best 

possible way to self-understanding” (Zahavi, 2007) their musical identities.  
 

Storytelling can additionally be understood on a more intense level, where it can be seen as a way in which a person 

sees his or her own world in a new way by telling, re-telling and witnessing the numerous stories of own lived 

experiences (Swart, 2013). During the process of storytelling, one not only talks about experiences but also interprets 

these experiences. Bruner (2004) maintains that stories about one’s personal life are constantly constructed and 

reconstructed to find meaning in the situations that one encounters. Stories thus also reveal how people view and 

understand their lives (Josselson, 2011). Zahavi (2007) states: “Who I am is not something given, but something 

evolving.” 
 

With reference to storytelling, Riessman (1993) claims that within a qualitative, narrative research approach, the object 

of the investigation is the story itself. The story, as narrative, thus becomes a means of understanding experience 

(Clandinin& Connelly, 2000) and claiming identities (Riessman, 1993). The storytellers provide both context and 

interpretation (Cortazzi, 1993), and narrative research consequently focuses on both these aspects. Riessman (1993) 

further states that in research on stories, researchers cannot give voice to a participant, but can only record and interpret 

a story. 
 

In more recent discussions of storytelling, Frank (2010) displays further personal purposes of storytelling and claims 

that stories help people to orientate themselves within their context in the world;  the interpretation of these stories will 

reveal various ways of understanding the storytellers’ world; stories help people to understand themselves; stories help 

people to develop affiliation with other people; the value of stories lies in the moral pursuit and edification of the 

storyteller, as well as the listener and reader; and that the interpretations of stories will open new perspectives to the 

storyteller, listener and reader. 
 

Researchers such as Nasheeda, Abdullah, Krauss, and Ahmed (2019) state that through the process of storytelling, an 

individual engages in the thinking and talking about their own identity; a person positions himself or herself in society, 

and describes own beliefs, choices and actions.      
  

3.8 Advantages of identity research conducted using a narrative approach 
 

Having adopted a narrative approach towards researching musical identity the researcher refers to Eyre (2007) who is 

of the opinion that music and narrative share similar goals, namely the expression of thoughts, feelings, emotions and 

meanings. Eyre (2007) concludes that music and narrative have communal origins in human expression and 

communication.  
 

When life stories are told, spontaneous emotions are expressed as the narrative unfolds, and these expressions enable 

the experience of storytelling to be fully understood and accepted as part of a person’s life story (Greenberg & Angus, 

2004). Thus, the musical identities of the students (the phenomenon being studied) could be extracted from their 

narratives as they told their individual stories about their musical lives.  
 

Through stories, “researchers gain insight into the way human beings understand and enact their lives” (Sandelowski, 
1991). The music students participating in this study revealed some of the factors that influenced their identities, such 

as interaction with other people; relationship with lecturer or music teacher that gives practical tuition on the instrument 

or voice; the perceptions of society towards musicians and students of Western art Music; self-esteem; practising; and 
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performing. These musical identities were interpreted using a specific methodology, which was situated within the 

philosophical framework of hermeneutic interpretivism.  

 

3.9 Methodology 
 

Lieblich et al. (1998) point out that there is almost no comprehensive model that maps out the methods of analysing 

narratives as data. However, an analysis of narratives does have an interpretive thrust (Lieblich et al., 1998; Mitchell 

&Egudo, 2003), which was deemed appropriate for thisparticular study on musical identity.  
 

When narratives are analysed, a researcher needs to decide whether the focus of data analysis will be primarily on what 

was told; how it was told; for what purpose it was told or to whom it was told (Riessman, 2008). Lieblich et al. (1998) 

contribute to the debate on the methodology of analysis by outlining four models of classification, which offer different 

ways of analysing narratives, with each emphasising primarily either the content or the structure. Within Lieblich et 

al.’s (1998) four models, Riessman (2008) refined four methods for analysing narratives: thematic analysis, which 

focuses on what was said; structural analysis, which focuses on the linguistic and sequential composition of the story; 

dialogical/performance analysis, which emphasises contexts, and analysis of visual genres, such as paintings and 

photography. 
 

When analysing data, the researcher also needs to make another important decision, and that is whether the analysis 

will be driven by the research questions, a pre-existing coding frame, the previewed literature, or by the data alone 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). However, the paradigm, research approach and methodology of any research study should 

ideally be aligned with all such possibilities, as well as with the research questions. Furthermore, it is imperative for a 

researcher to explain reasons for having chosen choosing a specific methodological approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 
 

3.10 Braun and Clarke’s (2006) model for thematic analysis applied and expanded 
 

Terms, suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006) to use during analysis are: ‘data corpus’, referring to all data; ‘data set’, 

referring to a specific part of the data corpus that is analysed; ‘data item’, referring to a single interview with one of the 

participants; and ‘data extract’, referring to a smaller part of a data item that has been identified and coded by the 

researcher.  
 

A philosophical framework of hermeneutic interpretivism enabled the researcher to focus on the content of the stories 

of the music students who participated in the research. This method involved adopting the approach of hermeneutic 

thought to interpret the meanings that these students attributed to their musical identities. This way of conducting the 

study was also in line with the ontological and epistemological assumptions of the research because it allowed the 

reality of being a music student to be exposed and analysed. For this study each data set was analysed with the context 

of the entire story in mind. This way of analysing data is described by Lieblich et al. (1998) as the ‘holistic-content 

mode of reading’. This holistic approach is elucidated by Badenhorst (2015), who explains that stories also tell us 

something useful about society, because stories are social products, not necessarily facts.  
 

To maintain high ethical standards in which peoples’ narrated stories are treated, data triangulation was applied during 

phases one and four using Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase method, because it enabled the researcher to interpret 

various data items in a holistic way from multifaceted points of view.  
 

The advice given by Gibbs (2015) on practical ways in which data could be analysed proved extremely useful. Gibbs 

recommends that when looking for codes, a researcher should also look out for: denotations of time and place; the 

speaker’s way of referring to past, present and future; different ways in which a narrator refers to himself or herself, 

and repetitions of specific themes. The researcher was thus not convinced that using only Braun and Clarke’s (2006) 

model for thematic analysis would suffice to explore all meanings that the music students gave to their musical 

identities; data triangulation was therefore applied.  
 

3.10.1 Analysis of data during this research 
 

Nieuwenhuis (2007) states that in qualitative research the process of analysing data is an ongoing and non-linear one 

and is not simply a number of consecutive steps. Feldman et al. (2004) furthermore, assume that with interpretive 

analysis there is more than one way to see a story. The researcher chose a well-developed research method to analyse 

the data, namely the step-by-step thematic analysis method suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006). This method which 

entails a complex and comprehensive analysis of datawas further expanded by the researcher.  
 

3.10.1.1 Phase one: Familiarising myself with the data 
 

The transcription of the stories was done as a first step to familiarise the researcher with the data. All names of 

teachers, colleagues and friends that were mentioned by the participating music students were removed to assure 

anonymity and all ten participants’ stories were re-read to pinpoint the overall impression of each story. These 

transcriptions were then sent to the participants via email for verification.  
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A broad theme was applied to each story to enable the researcher to interpret the data from a certain perspective. Gibbs 

(2018) mentions that life stories usually have a larger theme, and he suggests the following themes: 

• the relational story (when there are constant referrals to other people);  

• belonging and separateness (identity with referral to relationships); 

• closeness, remoteness and experience of moving (changes in life); 

• the idea of career (occupational role describes an identity, e.g. I am a nurse/soldier/teacher. Work becomes a 

calling.); 

• intimate relations (intimate sexual relationships); 

• a focus on early life as a determinant of later actions (referring to earlier life to explain current life). 
 

These themes as suggested by Gibbs (2018) were assigned to each story as a first manner to apply the hermeneutical 

approach of the research. 
 

3.10.1.2 Phase two: Generating initial codes 
 

Open coding, as described by Cohen et al. (2018) was done during this phase. Open coding is a process where a label is 

attached to a data item that describes or categorises the item. Data items comprised of lines, phrases or paragraphs that 

appeared relevant to the identity of the participants. According to Braun and Clarke (2006), this phase is driven by data 

and there are no pre-set codes. They suggest that a researcher codes as many potential themes as possible. The verbatim 

transcriptions of the conversations between the researcher and participants of this research were printed out on A4 

pages in landscape format with a large margin on the right-hand side, to allow space for written codes.  
 

Some lines, sentences, phrases or paragraphs allotted more than one code. The guidelines of Clandinin and Connelly 

(2000) were followed, and the researcher examined the interactions between personal and social experiences to find 

continuity between past and present experiences and future expectations. These were related to the social context of the 

participants as full-time students of Western Art Music at a South African tertiary institution. The researcher also 

attempted to identify the inner experiences of the participants and to explore such experiences in their existential 

worlds.  
 

3.10.1.3 Phase three: Searching for themes 
 

During this phase of data analysis, both analytical and axial coding, as described by Cohen et al. (2018) were used. 

Analytical coding is an interpretive coding process; axial coding entails labelling codes into groups that are similar in 

meaning as regards the phenomenon. During this phase of the study, the codes were re-visited and compared to the 

individual data items; in doing this, the hermeneutical circle was actively applied. According to Braun and Clarke 

(2006), researchers should analyse the codes themselves because this process adds to the interpretive nature of the 

analysis. By the end of this phase it was possible to have some sense of the significance of some themes in relation to 

the research questions (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  
 

3.10.1.4 Phase four: Reviewing themes 
 

During this phase, which is the essence of a paradigm of hermeneutic interpretivism, concern for the individual was 

shown when the researcher tried to evaluate and understand the experiences of each music student. This researcher paid 

attention to several suggestions by established researchers. These are as follows: 
 

3.10.1.4.1  Maguire and Delahunt 
 

Maguire and Delahunt (2017) suggest that the researcher should consider aspects like the following during this phase: 

whether the themes make sense in terms of a particular study (in this case with reference to musical identity); whether 

the themes are supported by the data corpus; whether themes overlap; whether themes need to be separated; and 

whether new themes are needed to shed light on the phenomenon. 
 

3.10.1.4.2  John Dewey’s model described by Clandinin and Connelly 
 

This inductive process is also described by Clandinin and Connelly (2000), who refer to John Dewey’s model of three-

dimensional space for thinking about ways to analyse experience. The researcher was guided by the following notions 

proposed by Dewey (Clandinin& Connelly, 2000): find interaction between personal and social experience; find 

continuity between past, present and future experiences; and relate the experience to a situation or place or social 

context. 
 

3.10.1.4.3 Clandinin and Connelly 
 

The analysis of data with reference to what was experienced in the real world included three further focal points that 

were used to reduce the stories to a set of understandings. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) mention: turning inward 
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(inner experiences such as feelings, doubts and hope); turning outward (experiences in the existential world, such as the 

environment); and turning backward and forward (how stories move between the past, present and future). 

 

 

3.10.1.4.4 Josselson 
 

In addition to this approach, Josselson (2011) outlines three guidelines to use during such an analysis, namely overall 

reading and re-reading of the data corpus to develop meaning; identifying the different voices of the individual (voices 

of conflict within a person); and continuing sensitivity by the researcher to the different nuances of meanings that may 

be expressed.  
 

3.10.1.4.5  Triangulation: Nie, Sargeant and May 
 

Analysis triangulation is described by Nie (2017) as a combination of two or more methodological approaches within 

the same study. Sargeant (2012) adds that triangulation is done to yield an additional comprehensive view of the 

phenomenon being studied. May (2012) also advocates data triangulation, and suggests the following procedure:  start 

data analysis with thematic analysis, coding and finding themes; focus on the coherence of the story and phenomenon; 

focus on themes and look for new themes and develop a second generation of themes by looking at the data in another 

way than thematic analysis (she suggests looking at the construction of the narratives).  
 

3.10.1.4.6  Gibbs 
 

Gibbs (2018) outlines new possibilities when he mentions that a researcher can also look for events, experiences, 

accounts, and excuses within data items. Gibbs also suggests that individual stories could each be dramaturgically 

classified as either:  
 

• romance (the hero of a story faces certain challenges on the way to a goal and to overcome the obstacles);   

• comedy (the goal is to restore social order and the hero of the story has special social skills to overcome the threats to 

the social order);     

• tragedy (the hero of a story is defeated by certain forces and is disliked by society);  

• satire (cynical or sceptical viewpoint on social hegemony).  
 

3.10.1.4.7 Labov 
 

During this phase of reviewing the themes, the researcher applied yet another way to extricate themes. Labov’s (2013) 

model of interpretation divides data extracts into six elements, with the purpose of focusing on the structure of stories 

to identify meaning that is given by the storyteller (Gibbs, 2008; Labov, 2013; Riessman, 2008). Certain data extracts 

were fitted into six elements (abstract, orientation, complicating action, resolution, evaluation, and coda) and the 

outcomes were interpreted to uncover possible new themes and to examine meanings that the participating music 

students attributed to their individual musical identities. 
 

3.10.1.4.8  Wylie, White, Freedman and Combs, Carr and Morgan 
 

Life stories were also examined to identify the following elements:  

• The dominant story. Wylie (1994) mentions that in every culture, people give a particular meaning to their own 

stories by organising particular events according to a timeline. This becomes one’s own personal history and life story 

(White, 2007). 

• Additional stories. A dominant story may contain other stories. Freedman and Combs (2002) suggest that questions 

are asked to explore the history of these additional stories. The answers to these questions will almost always lead to a 

description of the constraining narratives and beliefs that underpin the dominant story (Carr, 2005). However, specific 

questions cannot be written down prior to a conversation because the researcher will not be able to predict the flow of 

the conversation – hence the need for audio recordings (which were made during this particular research) . 

• Supportive members. Conversations and the exploration thereof acknowledge the respected and valuable 

contributions that other people have made to the lived experiences of the participant (Morgan, 2000). 
 

3.10.1.4.9  Reviewing themes: conclusion 
 

Josselson’s (2011) view is that findings in narrative research will always be intertwined and interconnected because 

people’s lived experiences are complex, connected and have blurred boundaries. The hermeneutic interpretivist 

paradigm proved relevant to reveal as many meanings as possible that the participating  music students attributed to 
their individual identities.  
 

3.10.1.5 Phase five: Defining and naming themes 
 

The aim of this phase was to identify the core aspects of musical identity by identifying which parts of the data corpus 

were relevant to the phenomenon (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Interpreted findings were displayed in a separate chapter and 
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incorporated in another chapter of the study where the narrative core of the research was presented. Findings were also 

merged into information of the chapter answering the research questions.  

 

3.10.1.6 Phase six: Writing down and producing the report 
 

This phase of the study entailed the presentation of the narrative core and addressing the research questions.  
 

3.11 Conclusion 
 

Kumar (2014) is of the opinion that the narrative technique of gathering information does not have any predetermined 

content except for the notion that the researcher seeks to hear a personal story. ‘Data’ in the analysis of narratives of 

this particular study comprised words that described the participants’ actions, knowledge, decisions, views, beliefs, 

perceptions, values and feelings within their social environments. The data, after interpretation, offered clear views of 

the identities that the participants ascribed to themselves.  
 

The detailed process of analysing data adopted during this study supported the credibility of the qualitative nature of 

this research. Kumar (2014) and Schurink, Fouché and De Vos (2011) concur that for research to be credible a 

researcher should take the findings back to participants (which was done) to obtain confirmation and approval 

(credibility), and the process of analysis needs to be described in an extensive and thorough manner (transferability). 

Riessman (1993) states that narrative analysis “allows for systematic study of personal experience and meaning.” A 

paradigm of hermeneutic interpretivism can thus be seen as a way to conduct narrative analysis with, because the 

systematically application of different angles to interpret data was proved useful.  
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